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Adaptation Strategies to Increase Advertisement
Effectiveness in Digital Media
Christine Bauer1 and Peter Lasinger

Abstract: Personalization can break through the information clutter in digital media and increase
advertising effectiveness. However, the term personalization refers to many different adaptation
strategies, each of which lead to distinct functional requirements for adaptive advertising systems:
Additionally, these adaptation strategies can affect consumers in different ways. Therefore, it is
necessary to differentiate between them. To do so, we suggest the PERSIT matrix, which
distinguishes between PERson-centric and SITuation-centric adaptation strategies. Studies in the field
of digital-out-of-home advertising are structured using the six identified adaptation strategies for
advertising. Furthermore, the PERSIT matrix supports users in making educated decisions by
encouraging them to select an adaptation strategy that fits the desired advertising goals. The matrix
establishes a common base of understanding between advertisers and system designers, allowing
effective cross-domain communication.
Keywords: Personalization, person-centred adaptation, situation-centred adaptation, digital-out-ofhome-advertising, adaptation
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Introduction

Although advertising expenses have increased, advertising effectiveness has suffered dramatically in
recent years. Consumers are overwhelmed by the quantity of advertising messages they receive, and it
is getting more difficult to attract consumers’ attention (Ha and McCann 2008). One of the best ways
to break through the information clutter in digital media and to increase advertising effectiveness is to
target advertisements dynamically – to “provide the right content in the right format to the right
person at the right time” (Tam and Ho 2006).
In marketing, scholars use the term personalization to refer to the tailoring of products, services, or
content to consumer needs, goals, knowledge, interests, or other characteristics (Zimmermann et al.
2005). Various terms (e.g. customization, profiling, segmentation) are used to refer to personalization,
which itself is associated with many different strategies of adaptation (e.g. adapting the layout of a
message to a display, tailoring content to consumer characteristics) (cf. Vesanen 2007).
Personalization has proven successful at increasing the effectiveness of advertisements (e.g. users
show increased attention to an advertisement (Malheiros et al. 2012), perceive its usefulness (Tam and
Ho 2006), or better remember an advertisement (Adolphs and Winkelmann 2010)). However, recent
research has revealed some of personalization’s drawbacks. For instance, consumers can react
negatively towards advertisements once they become aware of the personalization (Malheiros et al.
2012).
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Furthermore, the availability of person-related data (required for personalization) is often limited
(Tucker 2012) or restricted by privacy regulations (Goldfarb and Tucker 2011). Hence,
personalization is not always possible, nor is it always the strategy of choice.
Another challenge relates to the design and implementation of adaptive advertising systems that rely
on sophisticated information systems. These systems need to unite two very different domains
(marketing and IT). Thus, it is important to create both a common base of understanding (to enable
effective cross-domain communication) and well-defined business and functional requirements (to
align business requirements with technical designs and implementations).
Therefore, advertisers (business) and system designers (IT) need guidance to communicate effectively
and choose the right advertising adaptation strategy. From a strategic point of view, different forms of
advertising adaptation lead to different advertising effects. From a technical point of view, different
modalities of adaptation require adaptive advertising systems to perform distinct functions, meaning
they will need specific technical infrastructures. It is thus necessary to differentiate between the
adaptation strategies that are currently associated with the concept of personalization (Lasinger and
Bauer 2013).
This paper proposes a novel concept, the PERSIT matrix, which provides a systematic overview of
strategic options for advertising adaptation. The paper distinguishes between different strategies of
advertising adaptation, relates them to their respective advertising effects, and outlines their distinct
functional requirements. In line with Lewin (1935) and communication theory (Schulz von Thun et al.
2003), the PERSIT matrix differentiates between person-centric and situation-centric adaptation
strategies and relates them to each other. Person-centric adaptation strategies use a consumer’s
person-related data, whereas situation-centric adaptation strategies leverage data about the situation
where an advertisement is presented.
The proposed PERSIT matrix enables marketing experts to choose the adaptation strategy that best
fits the desired advertising goals. Because the matrix also reflects a (technical) design viewpoint on
adaptation, it facilitates communication between marketing experts and designers of adaptive
advertising systems. In fact, the PERSIT matrix’s utility was confirmed in expert discussions with
marketing specialists.
The remainder of the article proceeds as follows: First, we briefly discuss the conceptual foundations
of personalization. Next, we detail the PERSIT matrix, a classification scheme for studies in the field
of adaptive advertising and a central contribution of this paper. Then we outline our methodology for
performing a thorough literature review and evaluating the matrix’s utility. After that, we discuss the
benefits and challenges of the adaptation strategies that result from the PERSIT matrix, as well as the
functional requirements and potential advertising effects of each strategy. Then, based on our
literature review, we pinpoint research gaps that should be addressed with future research. After
discussing the utility of the PERSIT matrix as considered by marketing experts, we conclude with a
summary of the paper’s contributions.

2

Conceptual Foundations

While personalization in advertising has a long history (Vesanen 2007), the dynamic adaptation of
advertisements in real time, which is enabled by digital media, is rather new (Adams 2004).
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2.1

Personalization of Advertisements

The concept of personalization arose as early as the 1870s, and by the 1970s, it was discussed mainly
in connection with segmentation and targeting. Nowadays, several terms (e.g. profiling, segmentation,
targeting, filtering, tailoring) are used to describe the concept of personalization; it is a broad concept
that includes topics such as diagnosing location, fitting the visual layout of the message to data
terminal equipment, and tailoring message content (Vesanen 2007).
A basic form of personalization is grounded in the idea of ‘market segmentation’. A target population
(i.e. the anonymous mass market) is divided into segments that are internally as homogenous as
possible and externally as heterogeneous as possible; each segment is then provided with a specific
tailored advertisement to increase advertising effectiveness for that segment. In the specific case
where the size of a segment equals one, we speak of ‘individualization’ or ‘one-to-one marketing’:
Consumers are addressed individually with customized messages or services (‘mass customization’)
(Reutterer 2003). The basis for dividing a broad target market into subsets of consumers who have
common needs is flexible; the market can, for instance, be segmented based on culture, lifestyle, or
purchasing behaviour.
Besides consumer characteristics, the current situation influences thinking and behavior (Lewin
1935); this fact has long been acknowledged by research in psychology and marketing: Studies of
television advertising (De Pelsmacker et al. 2002) and print advertisements (Dahlén 2005) have
shown that ‘editorial context’ (the content surrounding an advertisement) highly impacts how
advertising affects its audience.
This fundamental idea of accounting for situational context has been successfully applied to
advertising in classical media: In all the approaches, advertisers anticipate a specific constellation of
situational context and select an advertisement based on their assessment of that situation.
The situation-specific adaptation of advertisements has various effects. For example, a thematic fit
between an advertisement and the respective magazine was also reported to increase positive feelings
towards the advertised brand (Jun et al. 2003).
However, the marketing discipline frequently reduces situational context to ‘editorial context’ – the
content that surrounds the advertisement in a magazine, on the radio, or on television. Although
researchers acknowledge that this narrow view of situational context is limiting, to date little work has
offered a broader perspective of situational context in advertising: “...virtually all studies have focused
on the immediate editorial context, such as articles or television shows or segments, rather than on the
total media context” (Dahlén 2005). The rare exceptions to this trend are studies on the impact of
‘atmospherics’ on purchase behavior at the point of sale (Newman et al. 2007).
2.2

Real-time Personalization of Advertisements

Digital media enable the adaptation of advertisements in real-time, supported or automated by
information systems. Real-time personalization of advertisements can, hence, be described as the
dynamic changing of advertising messages on digital media in real time based on information that is
sourced from the targeted consumer or the situation shared by the advertising system and the
consumer.
More than a decade ago, researchers described information systems that were aware of their context
and could adapt to it. On the Web, personalization methods adapting in real time are already very
advanced, making use of a wide range of techniques such as content-based filtering, collaborative
filtering, and hybrid filtering, which combines the first two techniques (e.g. Adomavicius and
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Tuzhilin 2005). These filtering techniques are based on modern statistical machine-learning methods.
Real-time personalization has been proven to increase advertising effectiveness. For instance, it
increases the user’s level of attention (Malheiros et al. 2012) and perception of the usefulness of the
information displayed (Tam and Ho 2006). Thus, personalized advertising seems to be particularly
effective when addressing consumers whose preferences are (already) narrowly construed, since the
advertisements focus on specific product details.
Typically, personalization is based on user information such as identity, demographics, lifestyle,
specified preferences, past purchases, and historical visit patterns. Nowadays, situational aspects are
rarely considered in real-time personalization settings. Situational adaptation strategies are merely
understood as an addition to existing personalization approaches (e.g. Zimmermann et al. 2005).

3

The PERSIT Matrix and its Constructs

While existing literature typically considers personalization as one holistic construct, we differentiate
between person-centric and situation-centric adaptation in respect to the design of an adaptive
advertising system. As we will show, it is beneficial to explicitly distinguish between these two
adaptation concepts, since, besides different functional requirements for designing such systems, these
two concepts have different implications for advertising effectiveness.
To address these differences, this paper suggests the PERSIT matrix, which differentiates between
PERson-centric and SITuation-centric adaptation strategies. In this section, we define the constructs
that provide the foundation for this categorization matrix as represented in Table 1. In doing so, we
draw on theory from the fields of advertising, communication psychology, and information systems.

Table 1. The PERSIT Matrix with Adaptation Strategies
Situation-centric adaptation

no

(I) no adaptation

(IV) adaptation to a specific situation

one-to-many

yes

(II) adaptation to a group of individuals

(V) adaptation to a group of individuals
and to a specific situation

one-to-one

Person-centric adaptation

no

(III) adaptation to a specific individual

(VI) adaptation to a specific individual and
to a specific situation

As outlined in the introduction, decades of advertising research has shown that personalization
improves advertising effectiveness (Vesanen 2007). While advertisements are traditionally tailored to
an individual consumer or consumer segment, other factors that impact advertising effectiveness
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include the editorial context (Dahlén 2005) and the broader atmosphere (Newman et al. 2007). We
used this (implicit) differentiation between person- and situation-related factors to build the PERSIT
matrix.
Likewise, psychological research theorizes that consumer behavior is derived from personal and
situational factors (Lewin 1935). Specifically, communication theory states that communication has
two important anchors of reference, the person and the situation (Schulz von Thun et al. 2003).
Effective communication addresses both. We transferred this concept from the field of interpersonal
communication to the field of advertising adaptation.
Research on information systems has provided insight into the technical implementation and
implications of personalization. On the one hand, some information systems use information about the
user (e.g. personal characteristics, past transactions, the user’s task) to adapt their services (Tam and
Ho 2006); other information systems use awareness of their situational context (e.g. weather, location,
time) to adapt their services. Both system types have specific functional requirements and face
distinct challenges. The PERSIT matrix links these two system types to adaptation strategies, which
emerge from advertising and psychological research.
Building on these theories, the PERSIT matrix presents person-centric adaptation on the vertical axis
and situation-centric adaptation on the horizontal axis. As we have outlined in Section 2.1, there are
basically three archetypes for person-centric adaptation (Reutterer 2003): no person-centric adaptation
(addressing the anonymous mass market), adaptation to a group of individuals (segmentation, one-tomany person-centric adaptation), and addressing a particular individual (individualization, one-to-one
person-centric adaptation). Considering this differentiation, the PERSIT matrix includes six possible
adaptation strategies. All of these strategies inherit the advantages and challenges associated with
person-centric adaptation or situation-centric adaptation, or both. Because every strategy implies the
use of different information sources, different hardware and software will be required; in turn, these
requirements lead to adaptive advertising systems of different technical complexity and expense.
3.1

Person-centric Adaptation

In the style of Vesanen (2007), person-centric adaptation can be defined as the use of personal
information about a consumer or group of consumers to tailor information communication to an
individual or group of consumers. Using information about the consumer – either previously obtained
or provided in real time – the provision of information is altered to fit that consumer’s needs, whether
those needs have been stated directly by the consumer or perceived by an information provider (e.g.,
an advertiser).
The strategy of not performing any person-centric adaptation (i.e. addressing the mass market) can be
thought of as a ‘one-size-fits-all’ strategy. Narrowing down the mass market to relatively homogenous
subsegments and addressing those subsegments separately is a one-to-many person-centric adaptation;
this personalization concept is also frequently referred to as ‘segmentation’ (e.g. Vesanen 2007).
Further narrowing down the market to a single individual (i.e. concentrating on a specific person) is a
one-to-one person-centric adaptation, a strategy that may also be referred to as ‘individualization’
(e.g. Reutterer 2003).
Particularly for the design of adaptive advertising systems, it is crucial to distinguish between
advertisements that are tailored to an individual and those that address several people at once. When a
system adapts for an individual, it must consider only the characteristics of that individual. When a
system adapts for a group, it must categorize individuals according to characteristics that the
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individuals share. Each option requires different kinds of identification and uses different approaches
to analyze consumer characteristics.
Advertising systems for devices that are typically used by one person at a time (private screens such
as desktop computers, smartphones, tablets, etc.) may only utilize the strategies of ‘no person-centric
adaptation’ and ‘one-to-one person-centric adaptation’ since only in very rare cases will a second or
third person join the main user. Public screens (e.g. digital-out-of-home advertising), in contrast, are
placed in areas where several people can view the screen’s contents and, accordingly, all three personcentric adaptation strategies are feasible: no adaptation (one-size-fits-all), adaptation to a group of
individuals viewing the screen at the same time (segmentation), and one-to-one person-centric
adaptation (individualization) for instances where only one person is within the service area of a
public screen.
3.2

Situation-centric Adaptation

Instead of basing adaptation efforts on personal data, situation-centric adaptation draws on
environmental information that is unrelated to an individual. We define situation-centric adaptation as
delivering information that is relevant (to an individual or a group of individuals) in the present
situation based on information about that situation. Information about the current situation is
retrieved, transformed, or deduced from information sources.
An example application of situation-centric adaptation is advertising ear protection in a loud
environment. The relevance of the advertisement is enhanced by the situation, regardless of the
characteristics (e.g. age, gender, preferences) of the consumers. According to communication
psychology, this situation-centric adapted advertisement fits the definition of a communication that is
adequate in a particular situation (Schulz von Thun et al. 2003).
3.3

Distinguishing Person-centric from Situation-centric Adaptation

As outlined above, the constructs of person-centric and situation-centric adaptation are orthogonal.
According to communication psychology, effective communication fits a particular person and
situation (Schulz von Thun et al. 2003). In advertising, person-centric adaptation aims to fit an
advertisement to a person, while situation-centric adaptation aims to fit an advertisement to a
situation. Ideally, both dimensions are taken into account; however, depending on the purpose, or in
the case that one option is unavailable, the other option can still be used to optimize communication
efforts (see Section 5.1).
There are two major differences between person-centric and situation-centric adaptation: the targeted
entity and the data used for the adaptation. Person-centric adaptation targets a defined person, group,
or segment. In contrast, situation-centric adaptation does not target an individual, group, or segment,
but instead tailors a message to everybody in a given situation. Person-centric adaptation relies on
person-related data, data that has meaning only in relation to a particular person or group of people;
situation-centric adaptation, however, relies on situation-related data, data that has meaning in relation
to a situation but not to a person.
This also means that it is possible to optimize advertisements for a defined person as well as the
general population, and to use data sources that relate to a situation and an individual. For instance,
imagine advertisements on an online search engine. Traditionally, advertisements are selected based
on the keywords entered. This adaptation is person-centric because the advertisements are only
relevant to the person who is searching, since the search terms are meaningful only to this person. If
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these advertisements were shown to any other person, they would very likely not be relevant.
However, suppose that a search interface presents searchers with an advertisement based on the time
of the search and the location of the searcher by using the most likely language and form of greeting
that one would expect for these parameters. This advertisement would likely be meaningful to any
other person in the same place and time. In this case, we speak of situation-centric adaptation. Personcentric and situation-centric adaptation can be combined. For example, the search term ‘rock’ could
refer to a naturally occurring solid aggregate of minerals or a form of popular music. Advertisements
could be selected based on personal information (e.g. previous searches, the user’s job, user
preferences), situational information (e.g. a person is more likely to look for rock music when in a bar
or at home, while for an aggregate of minerals when taking an expedition), or both.

4

Methodology

In this section, we describe the methodologies employed for performing the literature review and
evaluating the matrix’s utility among marketing experts.
4.1

Literature Review for Digital-out-of-home Advertising (DOOHA)

In its essence, the PERSIT matrix was designed to categorize any kind of adaptive advertising.
However, reviewing studies on every type of adaptive advertising would be tremendously difficult
and is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we decided to examine studies on only one notable
field of application: digital-out-of-home advertising (DOOHA).
A myriad of descriptors have been used for networks of displays in public spaces. When such displays
are primarily used for advertising, we call them digital out-of-home advertising (DOOHA) (Telschow
and Loose 2008). We define DOOHA as digital screens in public spaces that can be controlled
independently via a centralized network and that are mainly used for advertising purposes.
DOOHA is a rapidly emerging marketing channel that promises to reach out to consumers at any time
and any place in physical space. It can be used to display advertisements to consumers who are in
transit, waiting, or at commercial locations such as a retail venue. In contrast to revenues from other
forms of advertising, DOOHA revenues are growing at an accelerating pace. From 2007 to 2012,
DOOHA revenues grew at a compound annual rate of 12.1 percent, and they contributed 7.88 billion
USD to the global economy in 2012 (PQ Media 2013). DOOHA is said to be particularly influential
in the realm of adaptive advertising because, equipped with various sensors, DOOHA allows
adaptation of advertising messages in real time and for various purposes (Telschow and Loose 2008).
As DOOHA is a public screen solution, all six adaptation strategies of the PERSIT matrix can
potentially be leveraged with it. Person-centric information may, for instance, be gathered through
Bluetooth connections to individuals’ smartphones where profiles may be stored; cameras may be
installed to detect a passerby’s gender; and microphones may allow for emotion recognition in
speech. Situation-centric information may, for instance, be sourced from installed sensors such as
thermometers (e.g. weather), cameras (e.g. light conditions), or microphones (e.g. noise), or may be
sourced via information providers (e.g. web services for weather forecasts) (Bauer et al. 2012).
Besides DOOHA, mobile advertising revenue is growing rapidly, having contributed 9.6 billion USD
to the global economy in 2012 (Gartner 2012). Mobile advertising, however, uses individuals’ private
screens and is therefore restricted to four adaptation strategies only, because one-to-many personcentric adaptation cannot be realized.
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As a result, we decided to focus on DOOHA in our analysis. The procedure for analyzing and
categorizing published studies in the field of DOOHA is outlined below.
4.1.1

Sample

We sampled articles that we found in the most common scientific online databases in the field: ACM,
EBSCO, IEEE, SpringerLink, and Wiley Online Library. First, we searched these online databases in
full text for articles containing the term ‘digital out of home’ or any of the different (and often
synonymously used) definitions for DOOHA that were reported by Telschow and Loose (2008) and
Kaupp (2010) (Table 2).
Using these search terms, 838 articles published before 30 June 2011 were retrieved from the five
online databases. The number of articles retrieved from each online database is as follows: ACM
(220), EBSCO (117), IEEE (194), SpringerLink (209), and Wiley Online Library (98). A detailed
breakdown of the 838 articles regarding search terms and sources is depicted in Table 2. After
reviewing the titles and abstracts of these articles, 742 were excluded because they were either
retrieved from multiple online databases or unrelated to the topic at hand. The remaining 96 articles
made up our final sample.

Table 2. Retrieved Articles per Source and Search Term
ACM

EBSCO

IEEE

Springer

Wiley

Total

captive audience network

-

-

-

-

-

-

digital media advertising

1

8

-

3

1

13

digital media network

4

11

19

7

9

50

digital out of home

-

7

1

9

-

17

45

-

42

55

14

156

dynamic signage

4

45

-

5

-

54

electronic signage

3

6

-

7

8

24

in-store TV network

-

-

-

-

-

-

106

10

61

74

24

275

57

30

71

49

42

249

220

117

194

209

98

838

digital signage

peripheral display
video wall
Total
4.1.2

Coding

The 96 articles were independently reviewed and coded by two reviewers. In the few instances (9
articles) where disagreement emerged, the reviewers discussed the issue until consensus was
established. We included the following coding dimensions: (1) type of adaptation (individual, group,
situation, none); (2) variables that were used for the adaptation, such as identity or weather; (3)
purpose of the application, such as advertising, information presentation, or entertainment; and (4)
meta-information (citation information).
Based on coding dimension (3) ‘purpose of the application’, we split the sample into 16 advertisingrelated articles and 80 articles falling into the broader category of ‘digital signage’ (excluding
advertising-related articles). For both sample parts, each of the articles was assigned to one of the six
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fields of the PERSIT matrix based on the following coding dimensions: (1) ‘type of adaptation’ and
(2)‘variables used for adaptation’. The results of this review and analysis are discussed in Section 5.
4.2

Expert Discussions

We employed expert discussions to ensure the applicability and utility of the PERSIT matrix. The
matrix was discussed with five experts (three marketing managers and two operating advertisement
design officers) from a global advertising agency. Each of the meetings started with a presentation
teaser about the matrix and outcomes concerning advertising effects; a semi-structured discussion
followed. After each meeting, insights from the expert discussions were discussed in analytical group
reflection sessions by the research team.

5
5.1

Results and Discussion
The Benefits and Challenges of the Advertising Adaptation Strategies

The main advantages of person-centric adaptation are as follows: increased advertising effectiveness
(e.g. improved memory or improved attitude towards the brand) (Adolphs and Winkelmann 2010),
increased perceived usefulness of information (Tam and Ho 2006), and increased attention towards
the advertisement (Malheiros et al. 2012). Person-centric adaptation is also well suited for any
situation where just one consumer views an advertisement (one-to-one). Furthermore, person-centric
adaptation techniques are based on established technologies and have been studied and optimized for
years (Adams 2004).
However, recent research pinpoints the limitations of person-centric adaptation: First, person-centric
adaptation is not possible in all situations, and second, its benefits are limited by a phenomenon
referred to as ‘personalization reactance’. The first implication is based on the concept of a trade-off
between personalization and privacy (Lee et al. 2011). An increase in required privacy or decrease in
available personal data reduces the options for person-centric adaptation. The second implication –
personalization reactance – describes a phenomenon where consumers feel that advertising using
person-centric adaptation intrudes on their privacy; as a result, consumers develop negative emotions
towards the advertised product or company, or both (Malheiros et al. 2012; Tucker 2012). We expect
that personalization reactance will be particularly high when person-centric adapted advertisements
are shown on public displays, since sensitive information is potentially disclosed to nearby people.
The most significant benefit of situation-centric adaptation is that it resolves the main challenges of
personalization. Because the adaptation process is based on situational information (shared and
available to the general public) and is not based on person-related data, no person-related data can be
revealed. Consumers will not feel observed and personalization reactance is avoided. Also, no
personal data is required, avoiding a privacy trade-off (Lee et al. 2011). In addition to avoiding the
challenges of person-centric adaptation, situation-centric adaptation has other benefits. As stated
previously, research has revealed that perceived thematic closeness between television advertisements
and the programs during which they air enhances recall (De Pelsmacker et al. 2002). Furthermore,
consumers have more positive attitudes when they perceive that an advertisement is relevant and
related to its medium (Dahlén 2005).
However, conceptual and technical challenges arise when situation-centric concepts are applied to
advertising. For instance, it is not yet clear how situations (context) can best be conceptualized and
which parameters should be chosen for adapting advertisements. Existing research mainly focuses on
rather ‘simplistic’ variables such as time, place, or weather. Consequently, the empirical implications
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of situation-centric adaptive advertising are not clear. Technical challenges include the deployment of
required sensor infrastructures and the lack of algorithms to match advertisement content to situations.
5.2

Research Concerning Adaptive Advertising in the DOOHA Domain

As outlined in the methods section, we reviewed published studies in the field of DOOHA. All 16
articles from the sample that were attributed to the DOOHA domain could be directly assigned to the
matrix. As can be seen from Table 3, while eight articles deal with person-centric adaptation, only
three articles consider situation-centric adaptation. Yu et al. (2010) and Stalder (2011) describe
situation-centric adaptation without person-centric adaptation, basing the adaptation on Global
Positioning System (GPS) localization and atmospherics (e.g. weather, light), respectively. In
contrast, Eriksson and Åkesson (2008) describe a combination of situation-centric and person-centric
adaptation for an individual (based on consumer schedule, time of day, and location).

Table 3. Populated PERSIT Matrix with DOOHA-related Articles
Situation-centric adaptation

no
•
•

•
•

one-to-many

•

one-to-one

Person-centric adaptation

no

•

Touch-based multi-projector display
for advertising and road shows (Dietz
et al. 2004)
Analysis when people look at displays;
recommendations for positioning of
displays (Huang et al. 2008)
Measuring advertising effectiveness of
DOOHA (Burke 2010)
Overview of the effects of Digital
Signage in retail applications (Silberer
2010)
Study on public opinion towards
digital billboards in the US (Taylor
and Franke 2011)
Guidelines for display integration at
point of sale (Dräger 2011)

•

Personalized advertisements based on
group demographics captured via
digital
camera
(Harrison
and
Andrusiewicz 2003)

•

RFID tracking supporting grocery
shopping (Kalyanam et al. 2006)
Location/position of user (Allen 2009)
Shopping list on consumer’s mobile
device (Krüger et al. 2011)
Shopping list and profile information
(Strohbach 2011)
Digital notice boards based on user
identification (Alt et al. 2011)
Suggestion of privacy controls for
Digital Signage (Geiger 2011)

•
•
•
•
•

yes
•
•

•

Mobile screens mounted on buses;
advertisements based on GPS location
(Yu et al. 2010)
Screens reflecting atmospheric and
other environmental conditions like
light, noise, or crowding (Stalder
2011)

Situation-based advertising based on
consumer schedule, time of day, and
location (Eriksson and Åkesson 2008)
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As can be seen from Table 3, more than one third of the articles in the sample (6) follow no
adaptation strategy at all; neither person-centric nor situation-centric adaptation options are
considered. Most of this research provides general recommendations for DOOHA (Dräger 2011;
Huang et al. 2008) or analyzes its effects (Silberer 2010; Taylor and Franke 2011; Burke 2010)
without addressing adaptation options.
Another six articles describe one-to-one person-centric adaptation strategies (individualization). The
articles all note the need to identify the consumer (e.g. via RFID as described in Kalyanam et al.
(2006)) and address privacy considerations (Geiger 2011). Two of the articles refer to using personal
information on a user device (a shopping list on a mobile device) to adapt the screen (Krüger et al.
2011; Strohbach 2011).
Surprisingly, only one DOOHA article describes a strategy of person-centric adaptation for a group
(one-to-many; segmentation): Harrison and Andrusiewicz (2003) deployed video cameras to capture
demographic data that was used to adapt the screen.
No article addresses situation-centric adaptation and person-centric adaptation for a group. Also, none
of the retrieved research explicitly considers situation-centric adaptation as an alternative to personcentric adaptation. Instead, deciding how to perform an adequate adaptation is solely based on
functional requirements and technical possibilities.
Interestingly, little research about DOOHA describes information systems that dynamically adapt
advertisements to the situation (e.g. Eriksson and Åkesson 2008; Stalder 2011; Yu et al. 2010). This
finding is surprising since several researchers emphasize the importance of situational context in this
setting. For instance, Silberer (2010) indicates that the effects of advertising largely depend on the
display’s environment. Also, Telschow and Loose (2008) state that advertisements that are directly
related to the current purchasing situation are remembered better. Where researchers do consider
adaptation to the situation, they generally perceive it not as an independent form of adaptation, but
rather as a complement of person-centric adaptation (Zimmermann et al. 2005).
5.3

Research Concerning Adaptive Advertising in Digital Signage

We also reviewed the remaining 80 articles of our sample, expanding the scope to the entirety of
digital signage (Table 4). Again, all 80 articles could be matched to the PERSIT matrix. 26 articles
described person-centric adaptation for an individual, and only five considered person-centric
adaptation for a group. In total, 16 papers dealt with situation-centric adaptation, with 11 papers
focusing on situation-centric adaptation only (without personalization), and five papers describing
situation-centric adaptation in combination with person-centric adaptation for the individual.

Table 4. Populated PERSIT Matrix with Articles not Related to DOOHA
Situation-centric adaptation

•

no

Person-centric
adaptation

no

•
•
•

Uploading content from laptops to a conference
screen (Nobuyuki et al. 2010)
Information display for museum visitors (Min et al.
2010)
Screens in a museum (Hsieh et al. 2011)
Messages posted to a certain screen (Fitton et al.

yes
•
•
•

Location-aware
content
selection
(Ribeiro and José 2009)
Recommender system using place (using
keywords) (Ribeiro and José 2010)
Video selection based on bypassing
traffic (Storz et al. 2006)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

one-to-many

•
•
•
•

2005)
Multi-touch information and game display (Lin et
al. 2009)
Screen used for triggering user behavior (“follow
the light”) (Rogers et al. 2010)
Touch screen for art images (Cappellini et al. 2010)
Positioning of displays to maximize visibility and
information pickup (Dalton et al. 2010)
Toolkit for managing user attention in development
of peripheral displays (Matthews et al. 2004)
Designing “glanceable” displays using symbolic
representations (Matthews 2006)
Proposal for evaluation of ambient displays
(Hazlewood and Stolterman 2011)
Large screen enhancing collaboration of children in
learning situations (Lamberty et al. 2010)
Multi-touch wall for presentations (Lai et al. 2010)
Description of display blindness (Müller et al.
2009b)
Visualizing web activity on screen (Gellersen et al.
1999)
Attention capturing through luminance changes
(Lambert et al. 2003)
Turning aesthetical object into information display
(Ferscha 2007)
Fostering social exchange as well as disseminating
local information on large screens (Bullivant 2007)
Collaborative storytelling on a large screen (Numa
et al. 2009)
Architecture of a water display system (Tao et al.
2010)
Review of 3D displays (Redert et al. 2006)
Gesture and mouse interaction on a large screen (Li
et al. 2000)
Large screen interaction with a touch mouse and
keyboard (Robertson et al. 2005)
Research outlook: organic displays to turn everyday
objects into displays (Foote 2006)
Multiprojector displays (Brown et al. 2005)
Gesture sensor for 3D interaction (Ito et al. 2010)
Dual-sided wall display (Taher et al. 2009)
Tactile sensation for screen objects created by
ultrasound (Hoshi et al. 2009)
Smoke alarm display (Tokuda et al. 2010)
Large display based on networked LEDs (Chandler
et al. 2009)
Touch and hand gesture controlled display
(Pinhanez et al. 2003)
Screen pointing via touch mobile phone (McCallum
and Irani 2009)
Continuously scrolling screens (Maglio and
Campbell 2000)
Demographics capture via digital camera (Harrison
and Andrusiewicz 2003)
Tracking user head to adapt display (3D effect on
fog screen) (Rakkolainen and Lugmayr 2007)
Tracking user head to adapt display (Rakkolainen
2008)
Display sharing between residents and visitors (of a
building) (Kray et al. 2006)
Collaboration: awareness of other groups while
being absorbed by a demanding primary task
(Reynolds et al. 2010)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Display adaptation based on data traffic,
email arrival (Abowd et al. 2002)
Displays providing awareness concerning
environmental audio for deaf people (HoChing et al. 2003)
Tracking movement of a large number of
people for displaying information
(Massink et al. 2010)
Constructing topological maps of
displays with 3D positioning information;
location-awareness (Patterson 2009)
View time triggering prioritization of
displayed content (Müller et al. 2009a)
Visualizing weather and stock markets
(Shami et al. 2005)
Monitoring and accessing information
from multiple channels (Angelucci et al.
2011)
Video walls for crisis situation
management (Popp 2005)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

one-to-one

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.4

User identification via face detection and RFID
(Ojala et al. 2010)
Human motion (presence) detection via TV
broadcasting waves (Maeda et al. 2010)
Positioning of user and mobile phone using
ultrasonics (Horiuchi et al. 2011)
Approach to split display of information: public
info on a large screen, private information on a
mobile device (Olivier et al. 2006)
Collaboration on a large screen using RFID badges
(identification) and keyboard, mouse (Huang et al.
2006)
Gaze recognition and user location (Darrell et al.
1996)
Person locator in buildings (Taher et al. 2009)
Face-recognition, Facebook integration (Hosio et
al. 2010b)
Capturing a public display for personal use with
RFID (Hosio et al. 2010a)
Content adaption based on presence, body
movement, and gestures (Beyer et al. 2011)
Face detection from video feed from two overhead
cameras; RFID tags (Linden et al. 2010)
Interaction modalities (presence, body position,
body posture, facial expression, gaze, speech,
gesture, remote control, keys, and touch); mental
models (Müller et al. 2010)
Attention capturing (Peters and Mennecke 2011)
Implicit and explicit profile creation; ID using
Bluetooth (Kern et al. 2008)
Interaction framework for large screens (Vogel and
Balakrishnan 2004)
Feedback on social dynamics of meetings (speak
time, eye gaze) (Sturm et al. 2007)
Feedback on social dynamics of meetings (Terken
and Sturm 2010)
Face detection (Shen et al. 2005; Barrington et al.
2006)
Recognition of users via speech (DiMicco et al.
2004)
Multiple channels accessed via badge reader
(Huang et al. 2002)
Augmented mirror, displaying additional user
information,
increasing
awareness
and
connectedness (Dey and De Guzman 2006)
Awareness information regarding instant messenger
status (De Guzman et al. 2004)
RFID or Bluetooth for visitor detection (Harrison
and Massink 2009)
Using cameras, microphones, and RFID for
interface design (Valli 2008)
Personalization of content on screen (Stasko et al.
2004)

•

•
•

•
•

Research outlook: User ID (face,
Bluetooth, RFID, optical markers) and
environment (weather, time, traffic,
news, web activity) (Kuikkaniemi et al.
2011)
Displaying augmented objects based on
user location and object location
(Madeira and Correia 2007)
Presentation media selection (screen,
mobile) based on user preferences, time,
and location (Ranganathan and Campbell
2004)
Reminder display (location, time)
(Müller and Krüger 2007)
Notification display (Di Paolo and
Tarantiono 2010)

Functional Requirements of Each Adaptation Strategy

When analyzing the DOOHA literature, we identified technical challenges associated with the
different adaptation strategies of the PERSIT matrix. These challenges lead to specific functional
requirements for each adaptation strategy. The results are presented in Table 5.
When reading Table 5, note that the advertising situation for DOOHA differs from the one on the
Web. On the Web, a single user typically browses a website on his or her computer or mobile device.
In contrast, DOOHA is encountered in a public space, where several people can see the advertisement
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concurrently. Therefore, person-centric adaptation must consider several people at once, for example
by adapting for the closest consumer (individualization) or by using characteristics that are shared
between people (segmentation).

Table 5. Functional Requirements Associated with the Advertising Adaptation Strategies of the
PERSIT Matrix
Situation-centric adaptation
no
•
•

no

•
•
•

one-to-many

Selection of content and advertising type
(e.g. image, video, text, sound)
Capturing of attention (e.g. movement,
contrasts, colors, sound)
Scheduling of advertisements (e.g.
timing, length of ads)
Defining user interaction (e.g. interaction
modalities (Müller et al. 2010))
Positioning of advertisements (e.g.
advertising format and ad location)
Positioning of the viewing medium (e.g.
positioning of the screen)

In addition to requirements for no adaptation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selection of context variables (e.g.
location, time, weather)
Operationalization of variables
Deployment of physical sensors
Integration of physical and virtual
sensors
Abstraction from sensor data (semantic
representation of situations)
Fallback strategy in case situational
information is missing
Matching of advertisements to situations
(algorithm)

In addition to requirements for no adaptation:

No literature

•

In addition to situation-centric only and
group-centric only requirements:

•
•
•

Selection of personalization strategy (e.g.
personalize for average, personalize for
majority, personalize for outlier)
Selection of group variables (e.g.
demographics shared in the group)
Operationalization of variables
Detection of group variables (e.g. video
camera, microphone)

Matching of
(algorithms)

advertisements

to

groups

In addition to requirements for no adaptation:
•
•

one-to-one

Person-centric adaptation

•

yes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Selection of personalization strategy (e.g.
preference-driven, transaction-driven, or
goal/task-driven)
Selection of personalization variables
(e.g. past behavior, demographics)
Operationalization of variables
User identification or detection of user
variables (e.g. via login, RFID, cookies)
Profiling and building profile databases
Fallback strategy in case personal
information is missing
Privacy control (e.g. opt-in or opt-out
options)
Matching of advertisements to profiles
(algorithm)

•

Prioritizing group-related and situationrelated input for the adaptation (e.g.
group-centric adaptation and then
situation-centric, situation-centric and
then group-centric, or concurrent
adaptation)

Fallback strategy in case group and/or
situational information is missing
In addition to situation-centric only and
person-centric only requirements:
•

•

Prioritizing person-related and situationrelated input for the adaptation (e.g.
person-centric adaptation and then
situation-centric, situation-centric and
then person-centric, or concurrent
adaptation)
Fallback strategy in case personal and/or
situational information is missing
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5.5

The PERSIT Matrix’s Utility as Considered by Marketing Experts

The PERSIT matrix is more than a classification of literature. In this section, we outline the utility of
the matrix for marketing practitioners.
As outlined in the methods section, we presented the PERSIT matrix to experts in the field so that
they could evaluate the utility of the matrix. They were strongly convinced of the benefits of personcentric adaptation but were surprised to hear about possible drawbacks, such as personalization
reactance. Interestingly, they did not worry about the privacy–personalization trade-off; in their
opinion, lobbying will ensure continuous and sufficient access to personal data. The interviewees
valued the structuring of the different adaptation options in the PERSIT matrix. In fact, they had
already experimented with situation-centric adaptation without being aware of it. For instance, they
had advertised painkillers after each foul in a soccer match on television. However, the marketing
experts had not been aware of the actual benefits of this adaptation strategy. They stated they would
consider the matrix in their future client sessions to discuss different adaptation options, particularly
with respect to automating advertising adaptations in digital media. The benefits, disadvantages, and
open questions for each adaptation strategy from a marketing perspective are outlined in Table 6.

Table 6. Marketing Perspective on the Advertising Strategies of the PERSIT Matrix
Situation-centric adaptation
no
+
+

Person-centric adaptation

no

-

one-to-many

+
+
?

?

yes

The technically least challenging
approach
Privacy-friendly because no personrelated data is used
No improved advertising effectiveness;
random effects concerning situations
and personal variables
May induce disturbance caused by
unsuitable or disruptive ad placements
(e.g. Acquisti and Spiekermann 2011)
Advertisements might be ignored (e.g.
display blindness (Müller et al. 2009b))

+

Benefits of customer segmentation (to
a group) (Vesanen 2007)
Ideally suited for shared devices (e.g.
public screens, shared tablets)
May induce personalization reactance
(negative
emotions
caused
by
perceived personalization) (Malheiros
et al. 2012; Tucker 2012)
Privacy–personalization trade-off (Lee
et al. 2011)

+

+

-

?

?

Privacy-friendly, as only freely
available data about the situation is
used for the adaptation; no need for
person-related data
Expected
to
induce
increased
advertising effectiveness (improved
recall, attitude towards the brand, and
willingness to pay) as shown in
research on editorial context (e.g., De
Pelsmacker et al. 2002; Dahlén 2005)
Lacking technical implementations
(e.g. lacking operationalizations of
variables, data/sensor infrastructures,
and
algorithms
to
match
advertisements to situations)
Combining the strengths of one-tomany person-centric adaptation and
situation-centric adaptation
May induce personalization reactance
(negative
emotions
caused
by
perceived personalization) (Malheiros
et al. 2012; Tucker 2012)
Privacy–personalization trade-off (Lee
et al. 2011)
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+
+

+
+

one-to-one

+
-

-

Benefits of customer segmentation (to
an individual) (Vesanen 2007)
Increased advertising effectiveness
(e.g. improved memory, improved
attitude towards the brand, and
improved willingness to pay for the
advertised product) (Adolphs and
Winkelmann 2010)
Increased attention towards the
advertisement (Malheiros et al. 2012)
Use of established technology (Adams
2004)
Ideally suited for personal (1 user only)
devices (e.g. mobile phones, personal
computers)
May induce personalization reactance
(negative
emotions
caused
by
perceived personalization) (Malheiros
et al. 2012; Tucker 2012)
Privacy–personalization trade-off (Lee
et al. 2011)
Increased data requirements (need to
collect, store, and use person-related
data)
Identification technologies required
(e.g. cameras, cookies) (Malheiros et
al. 2012)
Potential regulations and consumer
reluctance to provide data might limit
the availability of personal data

+

+

?

Combining the benefits of situationcentric only and person-centric only
adaptation, possibly leading to further
increased advertising effectiveness
Possibility to fall back on situationcentric only or person-centric only
adaptation strategies (e.g. in case of
missing data)
The drawbacks of situation-centric
only
and
person-centric
only
adaptation remain
Unclear if personalization reactance
would also occur in this setting

From the experts’ point of view, the PERSIT matrix supports them in (1) considering all possible
adaptation strategies, (2) generating new ideas to increase advertisement relevance, and (3) structuring
the decision process by evaluating the feasibility and balancing the benefits and challenges of the
considered adaptation options (for instance, as part of technical, legal, and business due diligence).

6

Conclusions

The personalization of advertising messages promises to break through the information clutter that
confronts consumers. While personalization is considered a rather broad concept, from a strategic
(advertising effect) and technical (system design) point of view, it is necessary to break it down to its
basic adaptation strategies. For this purpose, this paper proposes the PERSIT matrix, a systematic
overview of available adaptation strategies for personalized advertising organized according to the
dimensions of person-centric and situation-centric adaptation. This overview allows advertisers to
consider various adaptation opportunities systematically, and to select a feasible adaptation strategy
that accounts for regulatory, time, and cost constraints. In other words, it supports systematic,
strategic decision making for advertising adaptation that reflects the business requirements of
marketing experts as well as the functional requirements of system designers.
This work contributes to the interactive marketing research field in three ways. First, the proposed
PERSIT matrix enables marketing experts to choose the best adaptation strategy from among ones
with different advertising effects, because the matrix (1) reflects the benefits and drawbacks
(regarding business requirements) of the respective adaptation strategies and (2) outlines the different
strategic options for adapting advertisements. Second, as the PERSIT matrix provides a level of
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abstraction that both business people and system designers can understand, it facilitates
communication between these groups, since the matrix reflects (1) the different functional
requirements for different advertising adaptation strategies and (2) the strategies’ advertising effects.
Advertisers can use the strategic options that the matrix offers to create coherent advertising
messages. Its utility for marketing experts was evaluated and the experts perceived the matrix to be
useful.
Third, the work provides a literature review of adaptive advertising in the field of DOOHA and
structures it along the six identified adaptation strategies. A main finding is that research that
combines person-centric and situation-centric adaptation is still underrepresented, particularly with
respect to one-to-many person-centric adaptation. Further research in this field is encouraged.
A limitation of our work is that the advertising effects of different adaptation strategies have only
been analyzed in terms of the DOOHA field. Accordingly, future research should evaluate the
PERSIT matrix in a broader advertising context. Furthermore, as the PERSIT matrix deals with
adaptation strategies generally, its findings could be transferred to contexts other than advertising. For
instance, applying the matrix to product recommendation systems is also possible. A respective
evaluation is missing, and research in this direction is strongly encouraged.
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